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Hamas’ Charter 

 
 Hamas’ ascendancy in the Palestinian political sphere has led some to try and 
legitimize the organization.  After all, Hamas was democratically elected.  They provide 
social services to the people of Gaza and the West Bank.  They don’t collaborate with 
Israel.  They don’t engage in vice and corruption.    
 

If Hamas wants legitimacy, if it wants to be an equal partner in good standing, 
then it should have to account for its history of terrorism and its ruling charter.  
Hamas’charter, written in 1988 and never repudiated, is riddled with anti-Semitism and 
explicit in its desire to rid Palestine of Jews.  How can Israel be expected to engage with 
Hamas when it’s platform includes the following: 
 
Read the whole charter at this site: http://www.mideastweb.org/hamas.htm  
 
*Parts Bolded for Emphasis  

-Moreover, if the links have been distant from each other and if obstacles, placed by 
those who are the lackeys of Zionism in the way of the fighters obstructed the 
continuation of the struggle, the Islamic Resistance Movement aspires to the realization 
of Allah's promise, no matter how long that should take. The Prophet, Allah bless him 
and grant him salvation, has said:  

"The Day of Judgment will not come about until Moslems fight the 
Jews (killing the Jews), when the Jew will hide behind stones and trees. 
The stones and trees will say O Moslems, O Abdulla, there is a Jew 
behind me, come and kill him. Only the Gharkad tree, would not do that 
because it is one of the trees of the Jews." (related by al-Bukhari and 
Moslem). 

-Initiatives, and so-called peaceful solutions and international conferences, are in 
contradiction to the principles of the Islamic Resistance Movement. Abusing any part 
of Palestine is abuse directed against part of religion. Nationalism of the Islamic 
Resistance Movement is part of its religion. Its members have been fed on that. For the 
sake of hoisting the banner of Allah over their homeland they fight. "Allah will be 
prominent, but most people do not know." 

-There is no solution for the Palestinian question except through Jihad. Initiatives, 
proposals and international conferences are all a waste of time and vain endeavors. 
The Palestinian people know better than to consent to having their future, rights and fate 
toyed with. 
 

http://www.mideastweb.org/hamas.htm


-That is why you find them giving these attempts constant attention through information 
campaigns, films, and the school curriculum, using for that purpose their lackeys who 
are infiltrated through Zionist organizations under various names and shapes, such as 
Freemasons, Rotary Clubs, espionage groups and others, which are all nothing more 
than cells of subversion and saboteurs. These organizations have ample resources that 
enable them to play their role in societies for the purpose of achieving the Zionist targets 
and to deepen the concepts that would serve the enemy. These organizations operate in 
the absence of Islam and its estrangement among its people. The Islamic peoples should 
perform their role in confronting the conspiracies of these saboteurs. The day Islam is in 
control of guiding the affairs of life, these organizations, hostile to humanity and Islam, 
will be obliterated. 

-For a long time, the enemies have been planning, skillfully and with precision, for the 
achievement of what they have attained. They took into consideration the causes 
affecting the current of events. They strived to amass great and substantive material 
wealth which they devoted to the realization of their dream. With their money, they 
took control of the world media, news agencies, the press, publishing houses, 
broadcasting stations, and others. With their money they stirred revolutions in various 
parts of the world with the purpose of achieving their interests and reaping the fruit 
therein. They were behind the French Revolution, the Communist revolution and most 
of the revolutions we heard and hear about, here and there. With their money they 
formed secret societies, such as Freemasons, Rotary Clubs, the Lions and others in 
different parts of the world for the purpose of sabotaging societies and achieving 
Zionist interests. With their money they were able to control imperialistic countries 
and instigate them to colonize many countries in order to enable them to exploit their 
resources and spread corruption there. 

-You may speak as much as you want about regional and world wars. They were 
behind World War I, when they were able to destroy the Islamic Caliphate, making 
financial gains and controlling resources. They obtained the Balfour Declaration, 
formed the League of Nations through which they could rule the world. They were 
behind World War II, through which they made huge financial gains by trading in 
armaments, and paved the way for the establishment of their state. It was they who 
instigated the replacement of the League of Nations with the United Nations and the 
Security Council to enable them to rule the world through them. There is no war 
going on anywhere, without having their finger in it. 

"So often as they shall kindle a fire for war, Allah shall extinguish it; and 
they shall set their minds to act corruptly in the earth, but Allah loveth 
not the corrupt doers." (The Table - verse 64). 

The imperialistic forces in the Capitalist West and Communist East, support the enemy 
with all their might, in money and in men. These forces take turns in doing that. The day 
Islam appears, the forces of infidelity would unite to challenge it, for the infidels are of 
one nation. 
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"O true believers, contract not an intimate friendship with any besides 
yourselves: they will not fail to corrupt you. They wish for that which 
may cause you to perish: their hatred hath already appeared from out of 
their mouths; but what their breasts conceal is yet more inveterate. We 
have already shown you signs of their ill will towards you, if ye 
understand." (The Family of Imran - verse 118). 

It is not in vain that the verse is ended with Allah's words "if ye understand." 

-World Zionism, together with imperialistic powers, try through a studied plan and an 
intelligent strategy to remove one Arab state after another from the circle of struggle 
against Zionism, in order to have it finally face the Palestinian people only. Egypt was, 
to a great extent, removed from the circle of the struggle, through the treacherous 
Camp David Agreement. They are trying to draw other Arab countries into similar 
agreements and to bring them outside the circle of struggle. 

-The Islamic Resistance Movement calls on Arab and Islamic nations to take up the line 
of serious and persevering action to prevent the success of this horrendous plan, to 
warn the people of the danger emanating from leaving the circle of struggle against 
Zionism. Today it is Palestine, tomorrow it will be one country or another. The Zionist 
plan is limitless. After Palestine, the Zionists aspire to expand from the Nile to the 
Euphrates. When they will have digested the region they overtook, they will aspire to 
further expansion, and so on. Their plan is embodied in the "Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion", and their present conduct is the best proof of what we are saying. 
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